
 

 

 

 

 

Create Your Own #IAmBerkeley Social Media Content 
(Undergraduate Admissions Yield Spring 2020) 
 
This guide is for campus partners, including faculty, staff, students and alumni. 
Time commitment: 15 minutes 
 
In light of recent changes, the Office of Undergraduate Admissions (OUA) is transitioning all yield efforts to connect 

with admitted students digitally, including on social media. In order to help convey the intangible value of what it 

means to be a part of our community here at UC Berkeley, OUA needs your help. We are planning to leverage the 

power of social media and the Berkeley community to make sure our admitted students feel welcome and excited 

about joining the Berkeley family.  

 

SUMMARY 
 

What is I Am Berkeley? 

This year’s yield cycle has focused on the theme: I Am Berkeley. I Am Berkeley represents the diversity of people, 

backgrounds, and experiences at Berkeley. It is a rallying cry to unite our community and make sure that every 

member is seen and represented. We are all different; we are all Berkeley. 

 

What can you do to help? 

To align with our I Am Berkeley theme, we are asking you to share your thoughts, experiences, and favorite 

Berkeley moments on social media. Your personalized message will help to convey the excitement and Go Bears 

vibes that they will be missing by not visiting campus or attending a yield in-person event. Your message will be 

compiled and amplified on OUA’s social media channels to help build excitement among our newest and future 

Bears.  

 

How can you achieve this? 

We are asking that each of you create a short selfie video message (on your phone, no need to be a professional 

videographer!) talking directly to the students (undergraduate admits) and you will share your thoughts, 

experiences, and favorite Berkeley moments.  

 

IMPORTANT THINGS TO DO / KNOW 

 

When should I do this? 

● Freshmen-related content: Begin posting content after 3/26/20 at around 3:30pm and before 4/30/20.  

● Transfer related content: Begin posting content after 4/17/20 at around 3:30pm and before 5/31/20.  

 

What should you include in the text of your post? 

1. Hashtags: #IAmBerkeley and #BerkeleyBound (more on hashtag usage below) 

2. Call to Action: Go to admit.berkeley.edu to learn more about next steps and CalWeek (adjust as 

necessary depending social media platform - share the link itself at the very least).  

Key messages/What we want to convey to students: 

● You Are Berkeley  

● You Are Berkeley Bound 
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● You Belong at Berkeley 

● We would be lucky to have you 

● We want you to engage with us 

Share your content with your followers and with OUA: 

To widely spread this content, OUA needs to know that you’ve created and posted your content and there are a 

few key ways to do this. 

1. Tag one of OUA’s social media accounts.  
2. If you do not want to share your content to your own channels, and would rather it be featured solely on 

OUA channels, then please save your content in this drive folder or email it directly to Student Affairs 

Social Media (StudentAffairsSocial@berkeley.edu).  

Hashtags: 

Please use the following two hashtags when you post to social media: 

● #IAmBerkeley - this hashtag should be primarily used by members of our current Berkeley community 

(students, staff/faculty, alumni); this hashtag should be used for you to share your positive 

stories/experiences. 

● #BerkeleyBound - this hashtag is already popular and widely used by admitted students who are sharing 

their excitement about their admissions to Berkeley; by using this hashtag you’re adding content to their 

feed.  

 
Handles: 
Please make sure to tag the appropriate OUA profile when you post to social media: 

● Twitter: @CalAdmissions 

● Instagram: @caladmissions 

● Facebook: @UCBerkeleyAdmissions 

Recommendations when sharing to your profiles: 

Instagram & Instagram Stories Twitter Facebook 

- Tag @caladmissions 
- Feel free to upload a video or a photo 
- Use #IAmBerkeley 
and#BerkeleyBound 
- Consider changing your link in bio to 
admit.berkeley.edu for these posts  
 
 

- Tag @CalAdmissions 
- Use #IAmBerkeley 
and#BerkeleyBound 
- Post can be text only; needs to be 
under 280 characters 
- Ask followers to share their favorite 
experiences in the comments 

- Tag @UCBerkeleyAdmissions 
- Use #IAmBerkeley 
and#BerkeleyBound (note, we might 
not see this content if do not tag our 
account due to the nature of Facebook) 
- Feel free to upload a video or a photo 
- Ask followers to share their favorite 
experiences in the comments 

*For other platforms you plan to post to, please email your content or a link to your post directly to 

StudentAffairsSocial@berkeley.edu 

  

 

 

IDEAS OF CONTENT TO POST 
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Please post positive sentiments about your experiences at Berkeley that you think will resonate with admitted 

students and get them excited about accepting their offer of admissions. Video resonates the most with the 

incoming classes and will serve our audience best. If you are not comfortable with video, you can also post a quote 

and/or photo of yourself.  Here are a few additional ideas: 

1. Video of you sharing your thoughts or experiences (see below list of potential questions to answer and 

tips) 

2. Selfie in Berkeley gear 

3. A throwback picture from your time at Berkeley 

4. A video or picture of your favorite place on campus 

 

When posting to social media, think about answering at least one of these questions: 
1. Favorite memory while at Berkeley 

2. Advice for admitted students considering coming to Berkeley 

3. Explain why you chose to study or work at Berkeley 

4. Favorite class/activity/event/place at Berkeley and why 

5. Ask others to share their favorite memories too; this could come at the end of a personal share or be a 

stand alone post, 

6. Invite admitted students to Cal Week 

 

Additional topics by campus role 

Staff Faculty Students Alumni 

- What drew you to work at 

Berkeley? 

- What do you like about 

working with undergraduate 

students? 

- What advice to have for an 

admitted student 

considering Berkeley? 

- What are a few things you 

love about the Berkeley 

community? 

- What drew you to work at 

Berkeley? 

- What do you like about 

working with undergraduate 

students? 

- What advice to have for an 

admitted student 

considering Berkeley? 

- What are a few things you 

love about your job? 

- Advice for admitted 
students considering coming 
to Berkeley 
- Explain why you chose to 
study at Berkeley 
- Favorite moment so far 
while at Berkeley 
 

- Favorite memory while at 

Berkeley 

- Explain why you chose to 

study at Berkeley 

- How has your time at 

Berkeley impacted you after 

graduation 

 

Video tips 

● Be energetic; remember that students won’t be able to feel the energy or ask questions in person, so this 

is the chance to convey that emotion and the Cal spirit! 

● Keep length of video short, 30-40 seconds is ideal 

● Be sure to include an introduction (name, how you’re associated with Berkeley, where you’re from, etc) 

● Wear Berkeley gear, if possible; please do not wear red 

● Be aware of your background; limit how distracting your background is 

● Avoid noisy and dimly lit places  

 
Content Examples 
Watch Me - Student Video Example 
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Photo examples: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

 
Negative feedback management 
While our goal with this campaign is to celebrate the successes of the newly admitted students, please 

acknowledge that this is not a happy time for everyone. There are two key audiences to be aware; the first 

audience is the students that did not get into Berkeley. They will be upset and may comment negatively on your 

posts. We recommend that you do not respond to these comments as it will incite more anger and questions. 

Please direct those questions to smontouth@berkeley.edu if you feel strongly about addressing their concerns. 

The second audience is the larger Berkeley community that feels the negative effects of COVID-19. These people 

may not be keen on sharing or keen on sharing positively about their current situation with Berkeley. Again, we 

suggest not engaging, but if you do need to, please direct them to a resource that will help alleviate their current 

frustrations.  
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